Z COURT GYM

3. BB COURTS  B4 F4 COURTS
3. VB COURTS
4. BADMINTON

NATURAL LIGHT DESIRABLES

OK TO STACK

1. ACCESSIBLE
2. NEED WHITE BOARD
3. O' LOGO
4. MULTI LOGO'S

STORAGE

ADJACENT TO RESTROOMS OR LOCKER ROOMS
CLOSE TO EQUIP ISSUES
COORDINATION SPACE NEARBY

FLOORING - WOOD W/ COVER
ADJUSTABLE LIGHT LEVELS
ADJUSTABLE LIGHT LEVELS

RUNNING TRACK
- OVERHAND CONFLICT WITH POINTERS
- LIGHTING UNEVEN
- LEAVE ALONE OR MIN. 200M

SEATING @ ALL COURTS
- PROBS CURRENT COURT 1 SOCIAL SPACE
- SPEAKERS IN CAGES NOT GOOD
- WATCH SPRINKLER HEADS
CREW CLUB STORAGE FOR ERGO HEATING
CORK WALL

STORAGE FOR M.A.C. COURTS?
YES!
GYM, COURTS (Racquet/Squash)

BB COURTS

3. IDEAL FOR I.M.

4. OTHER USES IN FUTURE

GERUNGER ANNEX
- SMALL
- NOT REC CONTROLLED
- NO Scoreboards IN ONE
- 2 Singles/1 Mixed

COULD ADD GYM BB.

SPECTATORS -
TRUE SPECTATORS - CONTROL ISSUE
REPLACE COURTS 4-5

LARGE SPACE
DIVIDE W/ DASHBOARD
HIGH CEILING

FLOOR HOCKEY
INDOOR SOCCER - DRIVER
B.B.
DODGEBALL
TEAM ANNIV.
V.B.

FLOORING / SYNTHETIC

SCREENER REPLACEMENT
ESSUNGR REPLACEMENTS

RACKETBALL = 6
SQUASH = 2
OPEN REC + TEACHING

2 BB COURTS CONVERTIBLE TO SQUASH
NEED STORAGE FOR COMMENTS

CLUB SPORTS CURRENTLY GO OFFCAMPUSS

ELEVATED SPECTATOR AREA (SQUASH)
OR (IP GAMES)

SOCIAL SEATING AT SAME LEVEL
ONE GLASS WALL

VISIBLE/EASY TO FIND
RECESSED CABBY

CURRENTLY HARD TO FIND

WEB CAM - LIVE LOOK IN @ ACTIVITIES
WIRELESS SKATEBOARDS
AV FOR SPECIAL EVENTS